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ABSTRACT Although electrostatics have long been recognized to play an important role in hydrogen exchange (HX) with sol-
vent, the quantitative assessment of its magnitude in the unfolded state has hitherto been lacking. This limits the utility of HX as a
quantitative method to study protein stability, folding, and dynamics. Using the intrinsically disordered human protein a-synuclein
as a proxy for the unfolded state, we show that a hybrid mean-field approach can effectively compute the electrostatic potential at
all backbone amide positions along the chain. From the electrochemical potential, a fourfold reduction in hydroxide concentration
near the protein backbone is predicted for the C-terminal domain, a prognosis that is in direct agreement with experimentally
derived protection factors from NMR spectroscopy. Thus, impeded HX for the C-terminal region of a-synuclein is not the result
of intramolecular hydrogen bonding and/or structure formation.
SIGNIFICANCE Hydrogen exchange (HX) is an important technique in protein science and plays an important role in
studies of protein stability and folding. Unfortunately, electrostatic effects complicate the interpretation of HX rates,
although the magnitude of this effect has hitherto not been accounted for. It is shown how hybrid mean-field calculations
can compute the electrostatic potential along the protein chain. The associated change in the electrochemical potential
then foretells the reduction in HX rates. Accounting for these effects can aid the correct interpretation of experimental HX
protection factors.
INTRODUCTION

Hydrogen exchange (HX) substitution was among the
earliest characterization methods to demonstrate the glob-
ular nature of proteins (1) and has been instrumental in
demonstrating the presence of partial protein unfolding
and the existence of a hierarchy of protein states between
the unfolded and folded states of proteins and for the deter-
mination of the local stability of protein structure to unfold-
ing (2–4). Typically, HX measurements follow the rate at
which labile backbone amide hydrogens (protium, 1H) ex-
change with deuterium (2H) upon dissolution into D2O.
Alternatively, HX can be probed by transfer of magnetiza-
tion saturation from the water in NMR experiments such
as CLEANEX-PM (5). Chemically, the rate of exchange de-
pends on various factors, including burial, hydrogen-bond
formation, amino acid sequence composition, and external
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variables (such as pressure, temperature, and ionic strength)
(6,7). Protein structure and hydrogen-bond formation will
act to slow HX, and this deceleration is routinely expressed
by ‘‘protection factors’’ (PFs); the PF is defined as the ratio
of the ‘‘intrinsic’’ exchange rate, kintr, in the fully unpro-
tected, solvent-accessible state to the observed rate, kobs.
Reduced HX rates may also arise from other mechanisms,
including inductive effects from neighboring side chains
(8,9), long-range electrostatic interactions (10), and the
local distribution of charged residues (11). For example,
amide HX rates are very sensitive to the amino acid
sequence (9), and these (mainly inductive) effects are due
to the stereoelectronic properties of side chains to the left
and right side of the amide group. Because ‘‘intrinsic,’’
sequence-specific reference exchange rates for the protein
sequence under consideration are typically not available,
intrinsic amide HX rates are computed by proxy from data
tabulated for host peptides, such as poly-D,L-alanine (8).
‘‘Intrinsic’’ exchange rates are thus straightforwardly, but
only approximately, predicted from the primary structure
by consideration of the identity of the side chains bracketing
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each of the amide hydrogens in the sequence using a lookup
table. PFs have a simple interpretation; for example, PF ¼ 4
means that the amide proton is protected PF/(1 þ PF) ¼
80% of the time. Therefore, HX is an attractive method to
study the local structural stability in proteins, including
the presence of structural motifs or domains in disordered
regions (12–14).

However, to date, a quantitative description of the influ-
ence of electrostatics on HX in the unfolded state has
been lacking, and this continues to limit the precision of
PFs and their meaningful interpretation. In this article, we
compute the electric potential along the unfolded protein
chain from sequence using a mean-field approach. As a
proxy for the unfolded state, we used human a-synuclein,
an intrinsically disordered protein (IDP) of 140 amino acids,
which is one of the most unfolded proteins currently
characterized (15). Of interest for this work, the protein har-
bors three regions with very distinct charge patterning: an
N-terminal domain (residues 1–61) rich in positively and
negatively charged amino acids and with a small net positive
charge, a central region (residues 62–95; also known as
the nonamyloid-b component region) that is devoid of
charged amino acids with two exceptions, and a highly
acidic C-terminal tail (residues 96–140). Using the electro-
chemical potential, the concentration reduction of catalytic
hydroxide concentration near the polyamide backbone was
calculated to be fourfold and shown to match with experi-
mental observation.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sample preparation

For HX measurements, 10 mg 13C-15N-labeled a-synuclein (Giotto

Biotech, Sesto Fiorentino, Italy) was dissolved in 550 mL 25 mMTris buffer

(pH 9), to which 50 mL D2O and 10 mL 50 mM 4,4-dimethyl-4-silapentane-

1-sulfonic acid were added. To probe the effect of local electrostatic poten-

tial, we have used various paramagnetic co-solute probes. For co-solute

paramagnetic relaxation enhancement (sPRE) measurements, two-dimen-

sional (2D) 1H-15N heteronuclear single quantum coherence (HSQC)

experiments were acquired. For these measurements, three samples were

made, each containing 200 mM 13C-15N-labeled a-synuclein, 25 mM phos-

phate buffer (pH 7.3), and 10% D2O. Gadoteric acid (C16H25GdN4O8)

(sample A) or gadoteridol (C17H29GdN4O7) (sample B) was added to

1-mM complex concentration. Sample C (no added paramagnetic relaxa-

tion enhancement (PRE) agent) served as a diamagnetic reference.
Experimental NMR setup

Experiments were recorded on a Bruker spectrometer at 1H frequency of

950 MHz equipped with a cryogenically cooled triple resonance probe.

Chemical shifts were referenced with respect to 4,4-dimethyl-4-silapen-

tane-1-sulfonic acid. Backbone assignments were taken from Biological

Magnetic Resonance Data Bank (BMRB; https://bmrb.io/: 18857) and veri-

fied by conducting a three-dimensional HNCO experiment at 283 K and
1H-15N HSQC experiments at 283, 288, and 298 K for the sample at pH

7.52. 90� Pulse lengths were 10 ms (1H), 10 ms (13C), and 33 ms (15N).

For determination of HX, a 2D CON experiment was adapted to include a

DÉCOR module (16). The pulse sequence is available for download from
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www.protein-nmr.org. Experiments were performed at 298 K (pH 9). 2D

data matrices consisted of 512(13C) � 256(15N) points (real þ imaginary).

The 15N CPMG block was run with 2, 4, 6, 8, or 12 p-pulses in a constant

time of 20 ms. The spectral widths were 3939 Hz (13C) and 2310 Hz (15N),

respectively. Each experiment was run with eight scans, taking 5.5 h per 2D

data set. A reference experiment was run at each pH and temperature, in

which WALTZ-65 decoupling with RF power of 5.0 kHz was inserted on

the 1H channel during the CPMG period.

Gradient sensitivity-enhanced 1H-15N HSQC experiments were per-

formed for measuring PRE effects at 283 K. The experiments were acquired

with decoupling during acquisition and with 2048 (1H) and 256 (15N) time

domain points. The spectral widths were 15,243 Hz (1H) and 3177 Hz

(15N). The addition of paramagnetic complex did not cause changes in

peak positions, indicating that it did not cause any change in structure or

that it bound to the protein.

All NMR data were processed by NMRPipe (17) and analyzed by

Sparky (18).
Determination of HX rate constants and PFs

Peak intensities of the CON spectra (extracted using Sparky) were used to

calculate the rate constant using peaks for which the signal to noise ratio

was larger than 5. The calculations followed published work (16,19). PFs

were calculated from the relation PF ¼ kintr/kobs, where kintr was calculated

from the protein sequence using the SPHERE server with default parame-

ters (https://protocol.fccc.edu/research/labs/roder/sphere/sphere.html).
Determination of amide proton temperature
coefficients

Amide proton chemical-shift temperature coefficients were calculated

using published data that were recorded at 278, 288, 293, 298, and

303 K (BMRB: 18857). A value of �4.5 ppb/K demarcates the approx-

imate border found to correspond to hydrogen-bond formation in folded

proteins (20,21).
Calculation of the electrostatic potential

An equation for the energy based on analytical form (22) was used to calcu-

late the potential as the energy divided by a unit charge, with the index i

running over all the m charged residues in the protein sequence:

4 ¼
Xm

i
332ð6=pÞð1=2Þ�1�pð1=2Þxexp

�
x2
�
erfcðxÞ��qεd;

(1)

where x ¼ kd/61/2, erfc(x) is the complementary error function, d is the dis-

tance between charges, k ¼ (8pIe2/εkBT)
1/2 (¼ I1/2/3.04 Å�1 at room tem-

perature) and I is the ionic strength. d is the root mean-square distance,

computed from the residue separation l as d¼ bl1/2 þ s, where the effective

bond length, b, for the Gaussian chain model was 10 Å, and the shift for the

distance to the side chain, s, was set to 7.5 Å. The potential at each back-

bone position was evaluated using T ¼ 298 K; I ¼ 0.025 M. At pH 9, the

charges were defined as ‘‘D’’: �1.0, ‘‘E’’: �1.0, ‘‘K’’: 1.0, and ‘‘R’’: 1.0.

The N- and C-termini were neutral and charged, respectively. This calcula-

tion is equivalent to a mean-field approach. In cases in which the pH is close

to the pKa-value of one or several side chains, a self-consistent calculation

can be performed following the procedures of Tamiola et al. (23).

For the analysis to take into account the effect of electrostatics on HX

rates (referred to as PF*), charged residues to the left and right of the amide

hydrogen under consideration were excluded from the summation.
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FIGURE 1 Backbone amide HX of a-synuclein. (a) Exchange rates with

solvent at pH 9, 298 K. (b) HX PFs. To guide the eye, a moving average of

length 5 is shown as solid line in (b). Error bars reflect the 68% confidence

intervals (þ/- one standard deviation) derived from a Monte Carlo proced-

ure. To see this figure in color, go online.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Although experimental HX rates for a-synuclein have been
reported in the literature using cross-saturation (i.e., by
CLEANEX-PM), we were concerned about possible arti-
facts stemming from cross-relaxation (24) or exchange
from the hydroxyl groups of serine and threonine side
chains (25). We therefore developed an alternative approach
to measure HX that relies on exchange-induced incoherent
dephasing of two-spin correlations (16,26), which is im-
mune to relayed magnetization transfer artifacts. To be
generally applicable to unfolded proteins and IDPs, where
backbone amides may exchange so rapidly that they are
not detectable at the amide hydrogen (27), we designed a
proton-less 2D CON pulse sequence that employs 13C detec-
tion (28) and relies on the highly favorable dispersion of
backbone 15N and 13C0’ chemical shifts in nonfolded pro-
teins. The experiment (19) contains a CPMG (29,30) block
on the 15N channel, where the density operator proportional
to 2CzNy is allowed to partially evolve into 4CzNxHz, gener-
ating an admixture that depends on the interpulse spacing
chosen by the experimenter. Because chemical exchange
will exclusively act to annihilate 4CzNxHz by spin decorre-
lation (26,31), exchange-dependent signal loss will ensue.
Because the method does not rely on the detection of the
amide proton, we were able to detect all fast-exchanging
residues of a-synuclein that otherwise disappear from
HSQC spectra at high pH (25).

A series of experiments (A) was conducted by changing
the number of CPMG p-pulses but keeping the total CPMG
time constant to produce different admixtures of 2CzNy

and 4CzNxHz. To obtain a reference signal that does not
contain the exchange contribution, a second experiment
(B) was conducted with WALTZ-65 decoupling on 1H
throughout the CPMG block. Exchange rates were deter-
mined by fitting computed ratios (A/B) to the experimen-
tally obtained ones (16,26) using published protocols
(19). The exchange rates are shown in Fig. 1 a. Significant
variation is observed along the sequence, with a marked
plunge at the C-terminus, in agreement with earlier obser-
vations (25,32,33). To account for the expected variation in
intrinsic amino-acid-sequence-dependent exchange rates
(9), the measured exchange rates were converted to PFs
using the program SPHERE (34,35), as shown in Fig. 1
b. This greatly reduces the spread in the data for the region
1–100, in which PFs vary around 1 – meaning a complete
lack of order. In marked contrast, the C-terminus displays
values much larger than 1, which might be taken to mean
that residual structure is present in the C-terminal domain
(32). Because this suggestion is, however, at variance with
analyses of NMR chemical shifts and scalar couplings for
the C-terminus, we sought to evaluate the presence of
hydrogen bonds by amide hydrogen temperature coeffi-
cients (dd/dT); in folded proteins, comprehensive analyses
have shown that impeded HX due to hydrogen-bond forma-
tion is accompanied by reduced temperature coefficients
such that dd/dT <�4.5 ppb/K provide strong support for
H bonding (20,21). Amide hydrogen temperature coeffi-
cients were determined from deposited chemical shift for
a-synuclein at several temperatures (BMRB: 18857) and
are shown in Fig. 2. For the most part, values fluctuate
around �6 to �7 ppb/K, typical of unstructured regions.
Although possibly somewhat reduced values are seen for
regions 30–50 and 120–140, these cannot explain the large
PFs observed. Consequently, these data agree with a broad
body of evidence that suggests an absence of persistent
interactions in the monomeric protein, with only subsidiary
weak electrostatic interactions existing between the N- and
C-termini.

At the same time, the preponderance of Asp and Glu res-
idues at the C-terminus of a-synuclein will create a nega-
tive potential around the protein chain. Although the
effect of the electrostatic surface potential at the protein-
solvent interface on HX has been qualitatively discussed
in the past (36,37), an experimental demonstration of
exclusion of charged species near the backbone has hitherto
been lacking. To demonstrate its reality, we compared
sPRE (38,39) induced by two paramagnetic Gd(III) com-
plexes that are physicochemically equivalent, except for
their net charge: whereas gadoteric acid is negatively
charged, gadoteridol is neutral. When added to the protein
solution, dipolar interactions with the unpaired lanthanide
Biophysical Journal 120, 4107–4114, September 21, 2021 4109



FIGURE 2 NMR chemical-shift temperature coefficients for the amide

hydrogens of a-synuclein. To guide the eye, a moving average of length

5 is shown as solid line. To see this figure in color, go online.
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b

c

FIGURE 3 Correspondence between (a) reduced access to negatively

charged paramagnetic chelate, (b) calculated electrostatic potential, and (c)

predicted PFs for a-synuclein. To guide the eye, a moving average of length

5 is shown as solid line in (a). Error bars in the top panel are derived from the

r.m.s. noise level in the 2D spectra. To see this figure in color, go online.
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electrons (S¼ 7/2) increases the relaxation rates of the pro-
tein nuclei with a 1/r6 distance dependence, which causes
broadening of resonances for nuclei in close proximity.
We compared changes in peak broadening for solutions
with neutral and negatively charged co-solute, in which
any region of the protein that preferentially excludes the
charged ionic species will display increased intensity.
Fig. 3 a shows the ratio of peak heights when the negative
complex is added to the sample, compared with when a
neutral complex is added to the sample. Whereas the
neutral complex affected backbone amides more evenly,
in accordance with published investigations using Ni(II)
and Fe(III) complexes (40,41), the negatively charged com-
plex caused less line broadening at the C-terminus, in
accord with electrostatic repulsion.

A quantitative understanding of ion depletion can be
gleaned by computing the electrostatic potential at the pro-
tein backbone. Using the Debije-H€uckel approximation for
a Gaussian polyelectrolyte protein chain (22,23), we
computed the electrostatic potential at each amino acid in
the a-synuclein backbone (Eq. 1 in Materials and methods),
and the result is shown in Fig. 3 b. It matches very well with
the observed reduction in HX, as well as with the exclusion
of the negatively charged PRE agent. Because hydroxide
ions in solution are the species (42) that catalyze backbone
amide HX above pH 5, a lower concentration of OH� in
the vicinity of the polypeptide chain would result in a
concomitant reduction in exchange kinetics, in agreement
with the observations made for gadoteric acid.

In thermodynamic terms, to maintain a constant electro-
chemical potential at the polypeptide backbone at equilib-
rium, the electrostatic interaction energy acts to lower the
local hydroxide concentration (43):

m ¼ m0 þ RTlnðgxÞ þ zF4 (2)

Here, m0 is the chemical potential of the pure substance in
the standard state (i.e., at reference absolute temperature T
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and pressure p, in which all interactions have been extin-
guished), R is the universal gas constant, g is the activity
constant, x is the mole fraction of ions (the activity a ¼
gx), z is the charge on the ion, F is the Faraday constant,
and 4 is the electric potential. Thus, it is possible from
Eq. 2 to use the computed potential 4 to estimate the con-
centration change of hydroxide at the protein backbone
and therewith predict PFs. Identifying that the PF is propor-
tional to the fold-change in hydroxide concentration, rear-
rangement of Eq. 2 gives:

PF ¼ expð � ½zFD4=RT�Þ (3)

Thus, from the calculated electric potential, a quantitative
prediction of the retardation effect on base-catalyzed HX
can be made. These computed PFs for a-synuclein are
shown in Fig. 3 c, and the trend is in good agreement with
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the experimental data (Fig. 1 b). The scatter that is observed
in the experimentally derived PFs is wholly a consequence
of shortcomings in the modeling of the intrinsic rate con-
stants, and suggests that there is considerable room for
improvement in the modeling of intrinsic HX rates for
polypeptides.

For example, kintr readily takes into account the pres-
ence of a charge at the directly flanking positions because
these are an integral part of the short peptides that are
used to determine them but do not consider all the remain-
ing long-range interactions. Therefore, for a fair compar-
ison the potential (Eq. 1) needs to be recomputed while
excluding the directly neighboring charges. Dividing the
experimental PFs by these electrostatic retardation factors
then yields corrected factors PF* from which the electro-
static contribution is correctly removed. Any PF* signifi-
cantly above 1 would then signal structure formation.
Taking the PFs reported in Fig. 4 b of Okazaki et al.
and the ones measured in this study (Fig. 1 b), we obtain
Fig. 4. In both cases, the electrostatic correction removes
the apparent protection in the C-domain. With few excep-
tions, the PF*s fluctuate close to 1, although there are
several residues at the N-terminus that show sizable pro-
tection in the CLEANEX-PM study. Whether this points
to structure formation upon going from pH 9, low salt
to pH 7, or high salt or is due to shortcomings in
a

b

FIGURE 4 Corrected HX PFs PF* for a-synuclein. (a) PF* derived from

curve fitting of CLEANEX-PM data obtained in the range pH 6.5–8.0,

100 mM NaCl. (b) PF* derived from CON-DÉCOR at pH 9, 25 mM

NaCl. To see this figure in color, go online.
either of the two experimental approaches remains to be
clarified.

Although the model for calculating the electrostatics is
approximate, the agreement attained here is at a level that
is similar to predictions of pKa constants in unfolded
polypeptides (22,23). The observed correspondence is
therefore highly encouraging and should allow more real-
istic ensemble-based calculations to be tested in the future.

In an early study, Alexandrescu and co-workers demon-
strated (25) that amide hydrogens exchanged rapidly with
solvent, confirming the unfolded nature of a-synuclein.
They also explained why NMR signals were lost in in-cell
15N-1H HSQC spectra of a-synuclein upon raising the tem-
perature and pH, providing a first demonstration of the
persistence of its disordered state in vivo (44,45). Using
CLEANEX-PM HX (5), they noticed that the C-terminal re-
gion exchanged slower than the rest of the protein and
sought this explanation in the possibility that the large num-
ber of polar side chains (Thr and Ser in particular) would
lead to enhanced exchange for the N-terminus relative to
the C-terminal region. They also tested whether electro-
statics might play a role by the addition of 300 mM sodium
chloride (NaCl) and found this to 1) enhance exchange rates
and 2) erase the difference in rates between the N- and
C-termini. A ‘‘change in the effective pH in the vicinity to
the protein compared with bulk solution’’ and ‘‘screening
the protein from the reactive H3O

þ and OH– ions that cata-
lyze exchange’’ were suggested as two possible explana-
tions, but neither hypothesis was tested in their work. At a
minimum, structural differences of the protein between
the two conditions could be excluded as an explanation
because the addition of salt did not induce chemical-shift
changes. Subsequently, Okazaki et al. performed a more
extensive study of HX for a-synuclein at 100 mM NaCl
by CLEANEX-PM, recording data at various pH-values
and experimental mixing times (32). They consistently
found slower exchange in the C-terminal region at all pH-
values studied. When converting their data to PFs, a pattern
emerged with values around 1 (indicating full solvent expo-
sure) for the region 30–100, whereas relatively scattered
values were obtained for the N-terminus. Interestingly, in
agreement with the Croke study (25), increased PFs were
obtained for the C-terminal domain. Although PFs are ex-
pected to exhibit some scatter because of the limited accu-
racy of computed intrinsic rates from the lookup tables
(25,46), the pervasive increase observed for the C-terminus
was well reproduced in the two studies. Although Okazaki
et al. acknowledged that exchange may be hindered by the
presence of negative charge, they concluded that interaction
between the N- and C-termini is the dominant factor for
retardation (32). The existence of long-range interactions
has also been suggested by PRE studies (47,48) using the
introduction of spin labels at cysteine residues. Although
misincorporation (49) of Cys at position 136 may have
potentially compromised these studies by leading to
Biophysical Journal 120, 4107–4114, September 21, 2021 4111
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unintentional signal loss in the C-terminus, weak electro-
static interaction between the N- and C-termini are sup-
ported by other data (50,51) and have been suggested to
persist in the cellular milieu (44). At the same time, mono-
meric a-synuclein is intrinsically disordered along its entire
sequence at the local level, as judged from NMR chemical
shifts (15) and scalar couplings (52). As it stands, a cogent
explanation that encompasses both the lack of structure
formation of a-synuclein as well as impeded HX for the
C-terminus was lacking.

The combination of electrostatic modeling of the
unfolded state, coupled to computation of the change in
electrochemical potential, now shows that the paradox is
resolved by a quantitative consideration of repulsion of cat-
alytic hydroxide ions by acidic protein side chains. The fact
that electrostatics due to local amino acid biases can have
such significant effects on intrinsic HX rates has significant
implications for the structural and energetic interpretation
of PFs. As observed in this study, even for an IDP that is
qualified as 97% disordered (15), intrinsic exchange rates
calculated from the Bai-Englander tables display a wide
variation, and computed PFs range from 0.1 to 10. The con-
current investigation of amide hydrogen chemical-shift tem-
perature coefficients shows that even this large variation
cannot be used to infer a dependable level of protection
due to hydrogen bonding. A possible avenue to link protec-
tion to structure formation in IDPs involves the systematic
investigation of protein mutations that locally change helic-
ity; because point mutations only modify a single side chain,
relative changes in HX can be accurately connected to struc-
tural propensity differences because, with exception of the
mutated residue, the need for intrinsic reference rates is
side-stepped in a direct comparison.

As one of the main application areas of PFs is the compu-
tation of residue-specific stabilities to unfolding, this means
that DDG-values in protein stability studies from NMR- or
MS-based HX are in error by 1.7 kJ/mol for every factor
two that intrinsic rates are over- or underestimated. What
is more, for regions of relatively high charge density–and
in particular for studies performed at low ionic strength–
rates in the unfolded form will show large, systematically
skewed values that would lead to sizable deviations. The
lack of better, more appropriate models for (locally) disor-
dered, exchange-competent states that are operational in
HX clearly limits the interpretation accuracy of stability
data. By the same token, moderate variations ofDDG-values
observed for structural elements do not necessarily mean
that they do not unfold cooperatively.

A comprehensive model for computing intrinsic ex-
change rates of polypeptide amide backbone hydrogens
that can account for electrostatic effects offers exciting
prospects to utilize HX measurements as quantitative
proxies for determining the electrostatic potential around
IDPs. Such methodologies would also be valuable for
studies of protein liquid-liquid phase separation, where
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electrostatics play a key role in the formation of coacer-
vates (53,54). Studies along these lines are in progress
in our laboratory.
CONCLUSION

It is shown here that the concentration of anions in the vicin-
ity of an acidic disordered (unfolded) protein is reduced in a
way that accurately mirrors the electrostatic potential. This
quantity was efficiently calculated and predicted the four-
fold increase in protection from HX that was observed in
experiment. These results demonstrate that a local drop in
the hydroxide concentration at the protein backbone amide
is the single dominant factor to explain the reduced HX rates
for the C-terminal region of a-synuclein. In other words,
impeded HX at the acidic tail of human a-synuclein is a
direct experimental manifestation of the electrochemical
potential.
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